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Enigmatis 3: The Shadow of Karkhala for iPad, iPhone, Android, Mac & PC! Action-horror from the third person for the iPad. The events of the game take place between the 2nd and 3rd parts of Warcraft, in a fictional world where the main religion is the Order of "Dark Angels", whose main goal is to bring death and destruction to all living things. Fantastically thought-out plot and twisted gameplay await you on
this amazing toy! In the new game you have to face a variety of fantastic creatures, representatives of various races, capable of either destroying or protecting. 21 races are waiting for you, which can both play on you, getting your skills and abilities, and absorb them, while striving to defeat the enemy. Look for everything you need to survive or get everything you need to survive! Download the game for free, install
and start the game for passing. Game: Soul Cage: Invisible Hour Pass for iPad Tired of stupid detective movies? Want a more interesting alternative? Download Fraud vs. Kremlin in the AppStore and continue to learn the secrets of the sinister Kremlin! A zombie horror game for iPad in the spirit of Fraude vs. the Kremlin! It takes excellent physical fitness, accuracy and courage to hunt the zombies that you will
constantly meet on your way! Ghostbusters 2 for iPad: Rebooting the world to take more with you! The new game about the famous mercenary Bruce Wayne is called Ghostbuster 2: Back Forth Forward!It's been 25 years since the first game appeared, and now everything has changed. In this game you will find several unexpected plot twists and interesting gameplay. Download the game for free and play with the
whole family, play until you lose your pulse! Zombies: Free to Fly is a very interesting iPad game! Yes, yes, you read that right: an exciting game for Handheld devices on the Android market is not a representative of smartphones, but a real flight simulator! This cute game for Nokia with Windows Sims 3 Deluxe will make you feel like a real detective. Detective Case: Sequestor for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch
Download the game for your iPhone, iPad or iPad for free and enjoy
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